
Food Mixer Operation 
MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE AND INSTALLATION



General Description

This is a kind of changing speed gear mixer with its planetary stirring design, it has a compact 
structure, high efficiency, power saving and easy operation. It will be provided to you as an ideal 
assistant for bread and cake making. 

Technical Parameters

Power (Kw) Weight (Kg) Speed Of Stirring Shaft (r/
Name Bowl
 Volume (L) Max Flour Capacity (Kg) 
min) Overall Dimensions (mm)

1st Speed 2nd Speed 3rd Speed 
MX10L 10 2 0.55 36 108 195 355 396*395*635
MX20L 20 5 1.1 106 108 195 355 420*570*770
Main External Parts Mixer

External Parts Mixer

1) Gear change hand lever
2) Stirring shaft
3) Mixer
4) Stainless barrel
5) Power switch
6) Bent lever
7) Safety guard (may choose the fitting)
8) Support



Operation Instruction
1) Standard power supply      v/       HzAc. (Please use a plug with 3 wide contacts and good Earth.)
2) Installation of Mixer: Put the stirring shaft 2 in Mixer 3 and rotate it in clockwise direction.
3) Starting procedure: Pull the gear change hand lever 1 to position 1 before starting, move to pull the
hand lever 6 to the highest point and move the Guard 7 to the closed position, then turn on the power switch 5.
4) Speed transformation: If you want to change the speed, you must turn off the power switch 5 first, and
then use the gear change hand lever 1 to select the position required.
5) Shutting down: When the operation is completed, turn off the power switch 5 first, then pull the gear
change hand lever 1 to position 1, and pull back the hand lever 6 to the lowest point and finally disconnect
power supply.

Accessories and Functions 
1) Spherical mixer: Used for stirring of liquid materials, such as cream,  milk and egg. Recommended
speed: mid or high speed.
2) Flat mixer: Used for stirring of paste, powder and cake mixture. Recommended speed: start with low
speed, end with mid speed.
3) Hook mixer: Used for stirring of more sticky materials, such as dough. Recommended speed: low speed.

Important
1) The power socket must be provided with a good Earth ground wire to guarantee the mixer’s good
grounding through it. There will be an electric shock if no ground wire or an improper grounding mounted.
The ground wire can never be connected with gas pipe, water pipe, lightning rod or telephone line. Electric
leakage should be checked after installation. The power supply must be tested before the machine is used, in the
event of the mains cable being damaged, it must be replaced by a qualified person.
2) Do not put your hand into the stirring barrel during operation. Power supply should be disconnected
before the mixer is going to be installed.
3) Do not operate the mixer beyond the time limit to prevent reduction of its service life.
4) The mixer should be mounted on a stable and clean place. Keep it away from overheated or over wet
places and away from equipment which has strong electromagnet or can produce strong electromagnet.
5) Keep the machine clean constantly. Disconnect power supply before maintenance. Clean it with a piece
of soft and a bit wet cloth. Don’t clean it with liquid or spraying detergent.

Maintenance 
Clean bowl and stirrer daily or after use to maintain hygiene standard.  The transmission gear box is greased in 
factory. Check greasing each 6 months.  To add or refill grease, open the top cover, then fill grease from 
aperture or replace the grease directly. 

Warning!
If the equipment’s out of function, please make sure be serviced by professional person or please turn to special 
service point!  



Parts of MX20L Food Mixer






